Dear Members and Friends,

A very special gathering is in the works. The families of orphan survivors of Nazi concentration camps will recreate a photograph taken of their survivor parents/grandparents, 74 years after it was taken in Prague. Families of ‘The Boys’ will travel to Prague in May 2019 to recreate this iconic photo originally taken in August 1945: [https://45aid.org/](https://45aid.org/). Events in Prague over the weekend of 10-12 May, 2019 will include a reception with the British Ambassador and other dignitaries. See the event section below for more and please share this information to anyone who might be interested: Julia@45aid.org or www.45aid.org.

Please send your Yom Hashoah program information in for this newsletter. In the box below you will find the link for event submissions.

Thank you,

*Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)*

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of *landsmanschaften* and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.
Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
From Washington, DC:
Rep. Maloney Announces Historic Bipartisan Legislation on Holocaust Education

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

49th Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches
March 2 – 4, 2019
Davidson-Gundy Alumni Center, University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, TX

Denial: The Final Stage of Genocide
April 13 – 14, 2019
University of North Carolina, Charlotte, North Carolina

Gathering for the Descendants of Marmarose Region, Romania
To Commemorate the 75th Anniversary of the Deportations
May 16 – 20, 2019
Sighet, Romania
For more information contact Peninah Zilberman, Organizer: 1-416-781-0330 (Canada)
+40-74-414-5351 (Romania), Peninah@ftsighet.com

The Holocaust Museums in the XXI Century:
Challenges and Opportunities
May 21 – 22, 2019
Riga, Latvia

Uzhgorod National University International Conference
Holocaust By Bullets to Auschwitz: Regional Dimensions to the Final Solution
June 16 – 19, 2019
Transcarpathia, Ukraine
For more: education_pro@hotmail.com
2019 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer

National Conference for Educators

July 22-24, 2019
English Language Arts Session: July 22–24, 2019
Social Studies/History Session: July 25–27, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Registration deadline June 15. Scholarships are available.

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants/

GSI / KTA Conference

November 1 – 4, 2019
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

The Holocaust and Europe:

Research Trends, Pedagogical Approaches and Political Challenges

November 4 – 7, 2019
Das Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Munich, Germany

Liberation 75

Global Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, Descendants, Educators and Friends

May 31 – June 2, 2020
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Besa: Courage and Humanity During the Holocaust

March 5, 2019 4:30 pm - 6:00 pm
Human Rights Institute, Kean University, Union, NJ

Introduction to New York’s Holocaust Curriculum

March 15, 2019 9:00 am - 2:30 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY

Yad Vashem Educators Workshop

Survival, Courage & Resilience

March 24, 2019 8:30 am - 3:15 pm
Ramaz Middle School, 114 E 85th St, New York, NY
Institute for Holocaust & Genocide Studies

Seminar for Educators
April 1, 2019  4:00 pm - 7:30 pm
Raritan Valley Community College, 118 Lamington Rd, Branchburg, NJ

"Educate the Educators" Workshop: Spotlight on Contemporary Anti-Semitism Facilitated by Echoes & Reflections
April 2, 2019  9:00 am – 4:00 pm
JCC of Greater Vermont, 1189 Cape Cod Rd, Stowe, VT

New Jersey Holocaust and Genocide Research Symposium
April 12, 2019  9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ

Remembering & Rethinking:
The International Forum on the Kindertransport at 80
April 15 – 16, 2019
Lancaster House, London

For more: susan@ajr.org.uk

Memorial de la Shoa Teachers' Workshop: Teaching the Holocaust
April 20, 2019  9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Turquoise Rm, Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ

Memoirs and Childhood in Poland
April 30, 2019  9:00 am - 3:30 pm
Bildner Center, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ

Regional Institute for the Study of the Holocaust
May 10 – 12, 2019
Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA

Displacement, Migration, and the Holocaust
June 3–14, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Applications due March 29, 2019.

Seminar for Latin American Faculty

The Holocaust, Genocide, and Mass Violence
June 17 – 21, 2019
Mexico City, Mexico
Applications due March 29, 2019
Holocaust Studies Summer Program in Ukraine
July 1–12, 2019
Kyiv, Ukraine

Interreligious Studies and the Holocaust: New Research, New Conversations
July 15–19, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Education During and After the Holocaust
July 20 – 25, 2019
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
Teacher registration: https://holocaust.appstate.edu/symposium/2019-registration-form
Teacher scholarship form: https://holocaust.appstate.edu/symposium/2019-scholarship-form

International Research Workshop
Religious Institutions and Jews in Hiding during the Holocaust
July 21–25, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

New Findings on Poland and Its Neighbors:
Interdisciplinary Approaches to the Study of the Holocaust
July 29 – August 2, 2019
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
For more: khegburg@ushmm.org

Jewish Experiences and the Holocaust in the Soviet Union
August 5–16, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Applications due March 15, 2019. Learn more

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – March 10, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Exhibit: Lost & Found - A Family Photo Album, the story of a pre-War photo album that was owned and assembled by Anna Warshawska, who was deported in 1943 from the Kovno Ghetto along with most of her family. For more: www.cjh.org/culture/exhibitions/lost-and-found

Now – March 10, 2019—Jewish Museum of Maryland, Baltimore, MD
Exhibit: Jewish Refugees and Shanghai. In the 1930s, as the Nazi scourge spread across Europe, all doors appeared to be closed to Jewish migration. The international city of Shanghai was the exception. It became the temporary home to more than 20,000 Jewish refugees from Germany, Austria, Poland and Lithuania.
Now – March 15, 2019—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, **New York, NY**

20th Anniversary Exhibit: *Learning to Remember*, highlights of some of the most compelling, thought-provoking, and historically significant exhibitions presented by the Museum in the last two decades. For more: [http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/](http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/)

Now – March 17, 2019— Centrum Sztuki – Zamek Sielecki, **Sosnowiec, Poland**

The Martin-Springer Institute at Northern Arizona University traveling exhibit: *Through the Eyes of Youth: Life and Death in the Bedzin Ghetto*. For more: [bjorn.krondorfer@nau.edu](mailto:bjorn.krondorfer@nau.edu)

Now – March 17, 2019—Memorial de la Shoah, 17, rue Geoffroy l'Asnier, **Paris, France**

Exhibit: *The Internment of Nomads, A French History (1940 – 1946)*, providing insight into the French policy under which nearly 6,700 people, including a large number of children, were interned in more than thirty camps for Nomads throughout France. More information

Now – March 31, 2019—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, 303 N. Federal Hwy, **Dania Beach, FL**

Exhibit: *Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial of Adolf Eichmann*. For more information: [education@hdec.org](mailto:education@hdec.org).

Now – April 20, 2019—East Patio Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, 9000 E. Chaparral Rd, **Scottsdale, AZ**

Photography Essay: *Holocaust and The Armenian Genocide*. More information

Now – April 30, 2019—Student Center Lobby, Scottsdale Community College, 9000 E. Chaparral Rd, **Scottsdale, AZ**

Traveling exhibit: *Filming the Camps: John Ford, Samuel Fuller, George Stevens From Hollywood to Nuremberg*. More information

Now – May 3, 2019—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, **Whippany, NJ**

Exhibit: *From Memory to History: Faces and Voices of the Holocaust*. Created by the Holocaust Council of MetroWest, this exhibit describes the experiences of original eyewitnesses to the Holocaust through photo collages with explanatory text, videotaped interviews, and historical artifacts. This year the exhibit will also feature *The Holocaust in the Soviet Union*, an exhibit on loan from the Museum of Human Rights, Freedom and Tolerance. To schedule a docent-led tour: [holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org](mailto:holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org) or call 973-929-3194.

Now – May 17, 2019—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, **London WC1B 5DP, UK**

Exhibit: *Crimes Uncovered: The First Generation of Holocaust Researchers*, revealing the stories and legacies of the individuals and institutions who first collected evidence of the crimes of the Holocaust: from those who carried out this work as genocide unfolded around them, to those who later pursued justice and remembrance, shaping the foundation of our current knowledge of the Holocaust.
Now – May 24, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: Kindergarten – Rescuing Children on the Brink of War, featuring moving personal stories, artifacts, and engaging media. For more:
www.yumuseum.org/exhibitions/view/kindertransport-rescuing-children-on-the-brink-of-war/current

Now – May 31, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: The 1938 Projekt: Posts from the Past, featuring materials illustrating the range of reactions and emotions of those struggling to escape Germany and Austria in order to survive. For more: www.cjh.org/culture/exhibitions/1938-projekt

Exhibit: Dimensions in Testimony, featuring specialized display technologies and next-generation natural language processing to provide an intimate experience with a Holocaust survivor. For more information: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Exhibit: The Last Goodbye - A Virtual Reality Testimony, a 20-minute immersive virtual reality testimony experience with Pinchas Gutter touring Majdanek and recounting his experiences. For more information: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

March 2, 2019, 7:00 pm—Temple Sinai, 9001 Hillpointe Rd, Las Vegas, NV
Performance: Shanghai Angel starring Heather Klein. The story of Rosa Ginsberg, 18-year old native of Vienna, who left her family behind in Shanghai, China in 1940 for an uncertain future in the United States. For more information: www.heatherklein.net/shanghai-angel.html

March 3, 2019, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive Speaker Series: Hear Holocaust survivor Arthur Spiegelman discuss his experiences during the Holocaust. For more information and to RSVP: https://mjhnyc.org/events/stories-survive-speaker-series-arthur-spielman

March 3, 2019, 1:00 pm — Holocaust Memorial and Tolerance Center of Nassau County, 100 Crescent Beach Road, Glen Cove, NY
Silvia Fishbaum, child of Holocaust survivors and author of Dirty Jewess: A Woman’s Courageous Journey to Religious and Political Freedom, will share her story about growing up in an Orthodox Jewish family during the Soviet occupation of Czechoslovakia and her bold decision to escape from Communist tyranny. Book signing. For more: info@hmtcl.org

March 3, 2019, 7:00 pm—The Davidson-Gundy Alumni Center, University of Texas, Dallas, TX
The Texas Liberator: Witness to the Holocaust

March 3, 2019, check times – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival at Illinois Holocaust Museum. Recent feature films and documentaries related to the Holocaust will be screened, each followed by a talkback with local experts. Selections will include the Chicago premiere of The Invisibles, as well as screenings of

March 7, 2019, 6:30 pm—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London WC1B 5DP, UK
Book Talk: Survivor Café: The Legacy of Trauma and the Labyrinth of Memory with author Elisabeth Rosner.

March 7, 2019, 6:30 pm —Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Exhibit Tour: Kindertransport - Rescuing Children on the Brink of War, illuminating the organized rescue efforts that brought thousands of children from Nazi Europe to Great Britain in the late 1930s. For more: https://programs.cjh.org/

March 7, 2019, 7:00 pm—St. Katherine Church, 7100 Airport-Pulling Rd. N, Naples FL

March 10, 2019, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design. See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

March 10, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Survivor Talks – In Our Own Voices. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

March 10, 2019, 2:00 pm—Lake Success Jewish Center, 354 Lakeville Rd, Lake Success, NY
76th Commemoration of the Liquidation of the Cracow Ghetto with guest Annette Insdorf. Professor of Film at Columbia University and author of Indelible Shadows: Film and the Holocaust. RSVP required: Brei513@aol.com.

March 11, 2019, 6:30 pm—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London WC1B 5DP, UK
Book Talk: Reckonings: Legacies of Nazi Persecution and the Quest for Justice with Prof Mary Fulbrook.

March 11, 2019, 6:30 pm—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, 1 Duncombe Rd, Forest Town, South Africa
Screening: Who Will Write Our History. Opening remarks from Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany in Pretoria H.E. Dr. Martin Schafer. RSVP: dowi@jhbholocaust.co.za

March 12, 2019, 1:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Hate and Its Impact: Nazi Ideology and Racism in the Jim Crow South. This event will also be live streamed here.

March 13, 2019, 6:30 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Film and discussion: My Knees Were Jumping with director Melissa Hacker and NPR journalist Uri Berliner. For more: https://programs.cjh.org/
March 13, 2019, 7:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Lecture: *A Fool or a Prophet? Rubinstein, the Warsaw Ghetto Street Jester* with Amos Goldberg, Professor of Jewish History in the Department of Jewish History and Contemporary Jewry, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem.  RSVP for the Lecture.

March 13, 2019, 7:30 pm—Douglass Student Center, 100 George St, New Brunswick, NJ
*Last Yiddish Heroes: Lost and Found Songs of Soviet Jews during World War II*, with singer-songwriter Psoy Korolenko and Anna Shternshis, Professor of Yiddish Studies, University of Toronto. RSVP by March 6. For more: [https://bildnercenter.rutgers.edu/events/upcoming-events/range.listevents/](https://bildnercenter.rutgers.edu/events/upcoming-events/range.listevents/)

March 14, 2019, 4:00 pm —UCLA Faculty Center, Los Angeles, CA
*Unexpected Itineraries: Holocaust Testimony beyond Borders*

March 14, 2019, 6:00 pm — Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London WC1B 5DP, UK
Panel Discussion: *Marie Schmolka, the Forgotten Heroine who Saved Thousands from the Holocaust*, about the Prague Zionist who was one of the main figures of European refugee assistance on the eve of the Second World War. Anna Hájková, Martin Šmok, Rose Holmes & Alex Maws will commemorate the 80th anniversary of her arrest in the first days of the occupation of Czechoslovakia.  Book your place

March 14, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
US premiere: *The Rescue—A Live Film-Concerto*, the remarkable story of Colonel José Arturo Castellanos, the Salvadoran Consul General in 1942, who led the movement to save thousands of European Jews during the Holocaust by creating and distributing more than 13,000 Salvadoran citizenship papers, followed by a discussion with the filmmakers and grandsons of the Colonel. Fees. For more: [https://mjhnyc.org/events/rescue-live-film-concerto/](https://mjhnyc.org/events/rescue-live-film-concerto/)

March 17, 2019, 2:00 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Film & Discussion: *My Italian Secret: The Forgotten Heroes*. Nearly 700 Italians have been recognized as Righteous Among the Nations by Yad Vashem. Hear some of their stories in the documentary *My Italian Secret*, followed by a discussion with Consul General of Italy in Chicago Giuseppe Finocchiaro, and Holocaust survivor Dr. Adina Sella, whose family was sheltered in Italy. Reservations required; [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

March 18, 2019, 12 noon—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Bagels & Books: *The German Girl* by Armando Lucas Correa. Bagels and coffee provided; bring your appetite for a discussion. For more: [https://www.jfedgmw.org/holocaust](https://www.jfedgmw.org/holocaust)

March 19, 2019, 2:00 pm —Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
*Searching for Survivors: The Fate of the St. Louis Passengers* with Scott Miller, former Director of Curatorial Affairs at the USHMM, who will discuss his decades-long search to uncover the fate of every passenger from this tragic journey and JDC’s historic role in striving to
rescue them. For more: www.eventbrite.com/e/searching-for-survivors-the-fate-of-the-st-louis-passengers-tickets-56111513046

March 19, 2019, 7:00 pm —Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Film: Black Honey: The Life and Poetry of Avraham Sutzkever, followed by a discussion with Yiddish literature scholar Ruth Wisse about the poet’s writing and legacy. For more:
https://programs.cjh.org/

March 19, 2019, 7:30 pm—Virginia G. Piper Theater, Scottsdale Center for the Performing Arts, Scottsdale, AZ
Violins of Hope Tribute Concert honoring survivors and descendants. Use link for tickets.

March 20 – April 14, 2019—Theatre at St. Clement’s, 423 West 46th Street, New York, NY
Vilna, inspired by a news report of the discovery of the escape tunnel at the site of the Vilna ghetto, tells the heroic story of Motke Zeidel and Yudi Farber, who come of age in the city of Vilna during its degradation in the years before World War II and its destruction during the war. Check for show times: vilna-the-play.org.

March 25, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Documenting the Holocaust: An Introduction to the Vilnius Committee, the earliest Jewish collective effort, established in 1939, to document German atrocities against Polish Jewry. Scholar Miriam Schulz will discuss how she discovered the archive (in the depository of London’s Wiener Library) and its legacy today. For more: https://mjhnych.org/events/documenting-the-holocaust-an-introduction-to-the-vilnius-committee/

March 27, 2019, 6:30 pm —Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Curators Talk: Lost & Found - A Family Photo Album. Join curator and Yeshiva University Museum Director, Jacob Wisse, on a tour of the exhibit exploring the remarkable story of a pre-War family photo album that was owned by a woman who was deported from the Kovno Ghetto in 1943. For tickets and more: https://programs.cjh.org/

March 27, 2019, 7:00 pm—Countess de Hoernle Pavillion, Spanish River High School, 5100 Jog Road, Boca Raton, FL
The False Witness: The Trial of Humanity’s Conscience. Prosecutor: Anne Frank. The audience is impaneled as the jury, the indictment is read and the testimonies of Martin Luther, William Shakespeare, Henry Ford, Franklin Roosevelt and Pope Pius XII are brought before the jury as the Defense Counsel argues that the greatest personalities in the history of civilization shared Adolf Hitler’s view of the Jewish threat to Western Civilization. Fees. Register Now!
March 28, 2019, 2:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

March 28, 2019, 6:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Film & Discussion: Eva: A-7063, about Eva Kor, who was subjected to Dr. Mengele’s experiments with her twin sister. Reservations required; [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

March 30, 2019, 11:00 am— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design. See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

March 30, 2019, 12:30 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Survivor Talks – In Our Own Voices. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

March 31, 2019, 1:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
ShPIel Performing Identity Theatre presents: The Green Book, a play which tells of an African-American family who opens their home to black travelers in the Jim Crow South. The appearance of a white visitor, a Holocaust survivor, sets off events that reveal that racism and antisemitism cannot be ignored. Talkback with producer, director and cast follows. Reservations required; [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

April 1, 2019, 6:30 pm —Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Exhibit Tour: Kindertransport - Rescuing Children on the Brink of War, illuminating the organized rescue efforts that brought thousands of children from Nazi Europe to Great Britain in the late 1930s. For more: [https://programs.cjh.org/](https://programs.cjh.org/)

April 1, 2019, 7:00 pm —Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Book talk: How Fascism Works, The Politics of Us and Them, a conversation with author Jason Stanley about fascist politics and how his own family history influences his world view today, followed by a reception, book sale and signing. For more: [https://programs.cjh.org/](https://programs.cjh.org/)

April 1, 2018, 7:30 pm—Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown NJ
Film Screening in association with NJ Jewish Film Festival: The Footsteps of My Father recounts the heroism of Master Sgt. Roddie Edmonds in saving the lives of more than 200 American Jewish soldiers during World War II, followed by a panel discussion with Stanlee Stahl, Executive Vice President of the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous, and individuals interviewed for the documentary. For more: [http://cse.edu/holocaustcenter/](http://cse.edu/holocaustcenter/)

April 4, 2019, 10:00 am—Ramapo College, H-wing Auditorium (H-129), Mahwah, NJ
Screening of the film 1945. For more: holgen@ramapo.edu
April 4, 2019, 4:00 pm — Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**Eva Kor – Hologram Debut.** Experience Holocaust survivor Eva Kor’s hologram in our *Take a Stand Center*. Her interactive interview is presented in conjunction with a celebration for our Museum’s 10th Anniversary. Reservations required: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

April 4, 2019, 6:30 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, **New York, NY**

**Film:** *A City Without Jews*, with commentary by film scholar **Noah Isenberg** and a live score. For more: [https://programs.cjh.org/](https://programs.cjh.org/)

April 4, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**An Evening of Music and Scholarship** with violinist and music scholar, **Dr. Alexandra Birch** who will present her latest research on recovered music from the Holocaust and play samples of Holocaust music from the former USSR and the Nazi camps. For more: [https://mjhnyc.org/events/recovered-melodies-an-evening-of-music-and-scholarship/](https://mjhnyc.org/events/recovered-melodies-an-evening-of-music-and-scholarship/)

April 7 – August 4, 2019 — Jewish Museum of Maryland, **Baltimore, MD**

**Exhibit:** *Stitching History from the Holocaust*, about the life and work of Hedy Strnad before her murder by the Nazis. Her creations serve as a unique memorial for a lost talent and a touchstone for discussion of the human cost of the Holocaust and the plight of refugees.

April 7, 2019, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Stories Survive Speaker Series** — Hear Holocaust survivor **Ilana Yaari** discuss her experiences during the Holocaust. For more information and to RSVP: [https://mjhnyc.org/events/stories-survive-speaker-series-ilana-yaari/](https://mjhnyc.org/events/stories-survive-speaker-series-ilana-yaari/)

April 8, 2019, 6:30 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, **New York, NY**

**Tour in Yiddish:** *Lost & Found - A Family Photo Album*, with Yiddish literature scholar **Ruth Wisse**. For tickets and more: [https://programs.cjh.org/](https://programs.cjh.org/)

April 9, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Five Mothers: An Intergenerational Odyssey:** an evening of theater and scholarship with Museum of Jewish Heritage Prins Fellow **Eszter Susán** and playwright **Sarah Gancher**, featuring a reading of *Five Mothers*, a one-act play presenting the stories of five generations of women in a Hungarian Jewish family. For more: [https://mjhnyc.org/events/five-mothers-an-intergenerational-odyssey/](https://mjhnyc.org/events/five-mothers-an-intergenerational-odyssey/)

April 10, 2019, 6:00 pm — Scottsdale Community College, **Scottsdale, AZ**

**Film Screening:** *From Hollywood to Nuremberg* followed by a discussion moderated by **Michael Mongeau** with Arizona State University professors **Dr. Volker Benkert**, **Dr. Anna Cichopek-Gajraj**, and **Dr. Michael Rubinoff**. For more: [www.scottsdalecc.edu/genocide](http://www.scottsdalecc.edu/genocide)

April 11, 2019, 6:30 pm — Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**Book & Author:** **Lawrence Powell**, *Troubled Memory: Anne Levy, the Holocaust and David Duke's Louisiana*. After decades of silence, Holocaust survivor Anne Levy began to share her experiences as part of her effort to derail the 1991 Louisiana gubernatorial campaign of reputed

April 11, 2019, 7:00 pm—Boston Public Library, 700 Boylston St, Boston, MA
The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between with author Michael Dobbs.

April 14, 2019, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design. See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

April 14, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Survivor Talks – In Our Voices unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

April 15-20, 2019—Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
Genocide Awareness Week: Not on Our Watch, a series of lectures, exhibits and storytelling by distinguished survivors, scholars, politicians, activists, artists, humanitarians and members of law enforcement. This event seeks to address how we, as a global society, confront violent actions and current and ongoing threats of genocide throughout the world, while also looking to the past for guidance and to honor those affected by genocide. For more:
john.liffiton@scottsdalecc.edu, https://www.scottsdalecc.edu/genocide

April 15, 2019, 10:30 am—Turquoise Room, Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
Respect and Tolerance in Our World with Oskar Knoblauch. For more:
www.scottsdalecc.edu/genocide

April 16, 2019—Turquoise Rm, Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
9:00 am—The Saved Jews of Bulgaria: A Lesser-Known WWII Story
10:30 am—Rethinking Perpetrators and Survivors
12:00 pm—Remembering the Holocaust
6:00 pm—Holocaust Memorial Ceremony
For more on these and other Genocide Week programs: www.scottsdalecc.edu/genocide

April 16, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Tattooist of Auschwitz, a reading and discussion with author Heather Morris. For more: https://mjhnyc.org/events/the-tattooist-of-auschwitz-with-author-heather-morris/

April 17, 2019—Turquoise Rm, Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
12:00 pm—Italy’s Dirty Little Secret: Mussolini’s Concentration Camps.
3:00 pm—As Mama Told Us: A Holocaust Story from Lithuania to America.
For more on these and other Genocide Week programs: www.scottsdalecc.edu/genocide
April 17, 2019, 2:00 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Film: From Swastika to Jim Crow, followed by a discussion with the filmmakers, Steven Fischler and Joel Sucher. For tickets and more: https://programs.cjh.org/

April 18, 2019—Turquoise Rm, Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
10:30 pm—Soviet Memories: Music and the Holocaust in the former USSR.
12:00 pm—Refuge and Resilience in Shanghai: A Far-Flung Chapter of the Holocaust
1:30 pm—Rescue in the Philippines, Refuge from the Holocaust
3:00 pm—Film - Rescue in the Philippines
6:00 pm—The Shoah and Its Aftermath: Speaking for Those Who Have No Voice Today
For more on these and other Genocide Week programs: www.scottsdalecc.edu/genocide

April 20, 2019—Two Waters Circle. North Lawn Amphi Stage, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
Play: Dark Road. When Greta, a young girl living in Nazi Germany, reads that the nearby women’s concentration camp is hiring guards, she sees it as a chance to find her place in the world and provide for her sister Lise. For more: www.scottsdalecc.edu/genocide

April 22, 2019, 3:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Love Thy Neighbor tour, an hour-long tour that discusses the stories of Jewish refugees fleeing Nazi Germany and settling in the US using unique artifacts from the Museum’s collection. For more: https://mjhnyc.org/events/love-thy-neighbor-tour/

April 24, 2019, 9:00 am—Genocide Memorial, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
Genocide Memorial Service. For more: www.scottsdalecc.edu/genocide

April 25, 2019, 12:00 pm—Ramapo College, H-wing Auditorium (H-129), Mahwah, NJ
Flight from German Oppression: Lodz, Arkhangel, Teheran, Tel-Aviv, & Paterson.
Dr. Victor Borden will recount how his parents escaped the Holocaust.
For more: holgen@ramapo.edu

April 27, 2019, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design. See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

April 27, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
 Survivor Talks – In Our Voices — unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

April 28, 2019, 2:00 pm—Congregation Emanu-El, Fifth Ave and 65th St, New York, NY
Annual Gathering of Remembrance, New York’s largest Holocaust commemoration, in observance of Yom HaShoah. For more: https://mjhnyc.org/events/new-yorks-annual-gathering-remembrance-2/
April 28, 2019, 6:00 pm—Tifereth Israel Synagogue, 6660 Cowles Mts. Rd. San Diego, CA
Yom Hashoah Commemoration: the premiere screening of Try To Remember Never Forget, the story of Ruth Sax, a survivor of 3 camps, followed by a panel discussion with the director and creator of the film, Olena Zernychenko, emeritus professor of history, Lawrence Barron and writer/author of Try to Remember Never Forget, Sandra Scheller. Donation.
For more: sscheller@cox.net

April 29, 2019, 4:00 pm—Mead Hall Founders Room, Drew University, Madison, NJ
Yom HaShoah Commemoration with keynote speaker Robert Max, author of The Long March Home: An American Soldier’s Life as a Nazi Slave Laborer.
For more: www.drew.edu/holocaust-genocide-study-department/about-us/events/

May 1, 2019, 7:00 pm—Temple Beth Haverim Shir Shalom, 280 Ramapo Valley Road (Route 202), Mahwah, NJ
Yom Hashoah Commemoration. For more: holgen@ramapo.edu

May 1, 2019, 7:00 pm—Wilkins Theatre, Kean University, 1000 Morris Ave, Union NJ
The Greatest Generation: Annual Yom HaShoah Holocaust Commemoration with keynote speaker Robert Max, author of The Long March Home: An American Soldier’s Life as a Nazi Slave Laborer. Bus transportation will be provided from Whippany or West Orange JCC’s, to reserve seats, call 973 929-3067. For more information and to RSVP: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmv.org or call 973-929-3194.

May 1, 2019, 7:30 pm—Teaneck High School Auditorium, Cranford Place, Teaneck, NJ
Community Yom HaShoah Commemoration with keynote speaker, Toby Levy, Holocaust survivor. For more: www.teaneckyomhashoa.org/

May 2, 2019, 6:00 pm—Chula Vista Public Library Civic Branch, Chula Vista, CA
Yom Hashoah event featuring the screening of Try to Remember Never Forget, the story of Ruth Sax, a survivor of 3 camps. She left messages of wisdom and encouragement before she passed. There will be Q & A with author/ writer Sandra Scheller and book signing. Donations.
For more: sscheller@cox.net

May 2, 2019, 7:00 pm—Temple Beth Haverim Shir Shalom, 280 Ramapo Valley Rd, Mahwah, NJ
Yom Hashoah Commemoration. For more: holgen@ramapo.edu

May 3, 2019, 9:30 am—Navesink Rooms, Student Life Center, Brookdale Community College, 765 Newman Springs Rd, Lincroft, NJ
Yom Hashoah Commemoration Program: Women’s Experiences in the Holocaust featuring Dr. Agnes Grunwald-Spier, a Holocaust survivor and author of Women’s Experiences in the Holocaust: In their Own Words.
For more: www.chhange.org/exhibits-events/events/yom-hashoah
May 5, 2019, 1:00 pm—Seattle Art Museum, 1300 1st Ave, Seattle, WA
From Generation to Generation: A Yom Hashoah Program. Program will include a production of Cyla's Gift, a musical performance, and a candle-lighting ceremony. For more: info@holocaustcenterseattle.org.

May 5, 2019, 1:30 pm – Beth Hillel Bnai Emunah, 3220 Big Tree Lane, Wilmette, IL
Yom HaShoah Commemoration: community-wide observance includes remarks by civic, religious and political leaders, music by violinist David Lisker, and candle lighting by Holocaust survivors and descendants. RSVP please: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world. For more: https://mjhnyc.org/exhibitions/auschwitz/

May 9, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Witness Theater: The Art of Living, a performance by high school students reenacting critical moments from the lives of local Holocaust survivors, the culmination of months of collaboration between the students and survivors. For more: https://mjhnyc.org/events/witness-theater-2/

May 12, 2019, 8:00 am—Town Square, Prague, Czech Republic
As part of a larger gathering during the weekend of May 11 – 12, a photoshoot to recreate a photo taken in 1945 of “The Boys”, orphaned survivors of Nazi concentration camps. Contact the ’45 Aid Society for details on the trip: team@45aid.org, Julia@45aid.org or www.45aid.org.

May 22, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
An Evening with Nobuki Sugihara, the son of Chiune Sugihara, the Japanese diplomat who rescued 6000 Jews by issuing transit visas granting them safe passage through Japanese territory during World War II. For more: https://mjhnyc.org/events/an-evening-with-nobuki-sugihara/

June 6, 2019, 7:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Post-Holocaust Trauma and the Creation of PTSD with Dagmar Herzog. Distinguished Professor of History and the Daniel Rose Faculty Scholar at the Graduate Center, City University of New York. RSVP for the Lecture

Fyi... For Your Information

Fyi... Online newsletters
Fyi... Preserving Memory: The Conservation of Auschwitz-Birkenau – Video
**FYI…** On the weekend of 10 -12 May 2019 the children and grandchildren of the 732 young orphan camp survivors who came to England in 1945/46, known as 'The Boys', will be meeting in Prague to re-create a photograph taken of their survivor parents/grandparents, 74 years after it was taken in Prague. The weekend will also include a reception with the British Ambassador and other dignitaries. The British Ambassador to the Czech Republic, Mr Nick Archer, is looking forward to meeting members of The Boys in Prague. Many of The Boys were finally liberated in Theresienstadt, and the group will take a trip there to visit the former ghetto-turned-concentration camp on the Sunday after the photograph. If you are the children or grandchildren of one of The Boys but have been out of touch with the 45 Aid Society, please contact us and join us for this memorable event. For information email team@45aid.org or www.45aid.org.

**FYI…** The Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust launched a new educational resource: New York’s Holocaust Curriculum: lesson plans and resources for students in New York City and beyond https://education.mjhnyc.org/

**FYI…** Wall to Wall Media: looking for contributors for an upcoming history series, which will follow British descendants of Holocaust survivors as they retrace their family's stories; sensitively exploring both the individual family stories and the wider historical importance of the Holocaust. Wall to Wall Media is known for other programmes such as Long Lost Family and Who Do You Think You Are? The production is in the early stages of research and we are looking to speak to members of the second, third or fourth generation of Holocaust survivors who would be interested in exploring their family history. If you'd be interested in an initial phone call, with no obligation at all to filming, please do get in touch with Katie Bryant, either by emailing katie.bryant@walltowall.co.uk or calling 0207 241 9286. Thank you.

**FYI…** My name is Deatra Cohen and I am currently researching the use of traditional folk medicine in pre-WWII European Ashkenazi communities. Does your family have unique or special healing traditions that were passed down through generations? “Bankhes” (cupping) and chicken soup are just two examples. If you can remember others and would like to share them, please contact me at artaed@gmail.com and I will send you a short questionnaire. Thank you.

**FYI…** Echoes & Reflections is excited to announce the release of our new Timeline of the Holocaust resource to foster student learning. This interactive tool chronicles key dates from 1933-1945 and is supported by primary source materials and accompanied classroom activities designed to enhance instruction. This resource supports students' critical analysis of cause and effect, guides exploration of the greater historical context of the Holocaust, and encourages engagement with age-appropriate, multimedia resources, all while highlighting the human element of this complex history.

**FYI…** The Sperling Kronberg Mack Holocaust Resource Center in the Las Vegas area launched a new website: https://skmhrc.weebly.com/
FYI… Congratulation to KAVOD on receiving the Cohon Memorial Foundation Award.

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics: http://defendinghistory.com/welcome-to-defending-history

FYI… The new documentary by 2G Aviva Kempner, The Spy Behind Home Plate, set for release in May 2019, tells the story of major league baseball player Moe Berg. In 1944, the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) assigned Berg, a Jew, to attend a lecture by German physicist Werner Heisenberg in Zurich. Berg was given a gun and a cyanide pill to take with him and was instructed to shoot Heisenberg if he was constructing an atomic bomb for the Nazis. He later worked for the OSS in a prominent role in US efforts to undermine the German atomic bomb program. For more: www.spybehindhomeplate.org

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

When It Comes to UNRWA, Are the UN's Holocaust Memorial Pledges Meaningless?
Holocaust-era art restitution: more complex than you think
New Archive Reclaims the Narrative of the Roma
Bid to Preserve Jewish Cemeteries to Combat Holocaust Denial
Antisemitism rising sharply across Europe, latest figures show
There's a new 'new anti-Semitism' in Western Europe, and it feels eerily familiar

'Never forget' can't apply to those who never even knew
Inheriting the Trauma of Genocide
The Hidden History of Holocaust Currency for Jews

Albania

Heroism of Albanian Muslims during Shoah showcased at Yad Vashem Board exhibit

Australia

Holocaust Survivor Turns 100 Surrounded By Love And Indelible Memories
'Gas the Jews': Teens yell anti-Semitic abuse at boys on bus - The Age
Watch: 'You Should Have Died in Auschwitz,' Man Yells at Rabbi
Swastikas painted on iconic Bondi Beach murals in Australia
University of Sydney Fires Controversial Academic Over Image of Swastika on Israeli Flag

Australian author of sexy Holocaust romance accuses Jews of being 'protective'

Australian Poles protest tour by anti-Semitic former politician

'Schindler's List' waffle fries taken off Aussie restaurant's menu

Slammed as 'Holocaust denier,' David Icke barred from Australia

Aussie government bans man who said Jews 'bankrolled' Hitler

Austria

The Last Jew of St. Poelten – Tablet Magazine

Holocaust survivors chide Austria's Kurz on anti-Semitism effort

Belarus

Mass grave containing 1000 executed Jewish men ... - The Daily Mail

Remains of hundreds of slain victims discovered at former Belarus Jewish ghetto

Mass grave containing more than 1,000 Jews murdered by Nazis found in Belarus

Remains of hundreds of bodies discovered at former Jewish ghetto of Brest, Belarus

Nazi-Era Mass Grave Found in Former Jewish Ghetto in Belarus

Bosnia

Bosnia and Herzegovina to Address Holocaust Restitution of Property for EU Entry

Bulgaria

Anonymous Bulgaria Site Has Posts Denying Holocaust - Claiming Jews Carried Out Genocide Of 15 Million Germans

Torch-wielding nationalists march through Sofia to honor pro-Nazi general

Cameroon

Cameroon Apologizes for Government Official’s Comment That Jewish ‘Arrogance’ Caused Holocaust

Canada

They Saved Her From The Holocaust. 74 Years Later, They Reconnected.

In Canada, Strangers Brave Sub-zero Temperatures For Holocaust Survivor Funeral

Strangers gather at funeral for Holocaust survivor with no family in Richmond Hill
Canada Archives Acquire Book That Would Have Guided North American Holocaust
Hitler book maps 'Final Solution in Canada,' Library and Archives Canada curator says
What would it have looked like if the Holocaust had come to Canada?
On Target: Holocaust ignorance is how history gets twisted | The Chronicle Herald
Survivor Experiences in Montreal
Survivor discusses why she embraces left-wing politics
After surviving the Holocaust, Lena Allen-Shore spent her life building a better world
Nazi whitewash gathers momentum as memory of the Holocaust fades
Residents of Small Canadian Town Shocked by Appearance of Swastika Flag
Swastika flag on P.E.I. property upsets neighbours, Jewish community

China
How Shanghai Saved 20,000 Jews from the Nazis

Croatia
Croatian Schooling ‘Leaves Pupils Ill-Informed’ About WWII Regime

Czech Republic
Torahs As ‘Silent Witnesses’
Czech PM Honors Holocaust Victims At Yad Vashem

Egypt
Watch: Egyptian Scholar Praises Hitler as Champion of ‘Palestinian Cause’

El Salvador
The incredible Salvadoran plot that saved thousands of Jews during the Holocaust (Haaretz)

Finland
Report: Finnish SS volunteers likely killed Jews in WWII - The ...
Finnish volunteers in SS units took part in WWII Nazi atrocities, Finland ...
Finnish soldiers participated in mass murders of Jews ...

France
Holocaust survivors receive reparations for deportations on French trains
Holocaust Survivors And Victims' Families Receive Millions In Reparations From France
France to Pay $60m Compensation to U.S. Holocaust Victims
Holocaust Survivors and Victims' Families Receive Millions In Reparations From France
France – US State Department finalize agreement to pay Holocaust victims
Questions Over Fairness Of New French Reparations
Marthe Cohn: Jewish Frenchwoman, resistance fighter, spy | DW | 27.01.2019
Pikovsky family reunited 75 years after the Holocaust - France 24
Polish Holocaust researchers verbally attacked at Paris Shoah research conference
‘Juden!’: Antisemitic Graffiti From Europe’s Nazi Past Sprayed on Jewish-Owned Bakery in Paris
80 French Jewish gravestones vandalized with swastikas on day of marches against anti-Semitism
French-Jewish Intellectual Bernard-Henri Lévy Warns: Open Antisemitism Is 'Back, Everywhere'
Macron visits desecrated Jewish cemetery, Holocaust memorial after spate of anti-Semitic attacks

**Germany**

80 Years ago Today, Hitler Threatened Genocide Of European Jews — Was Anybody Listening?
Hate in Nazi Germany as Photographed from the Back of a Motorcycle
Ex-Nazi SS officer involved in 1944 massacre of 86 French men and ...
Former SS Member Could Go To Jail For Hate Speech
Trial of former Nazi SS guard, 95, likely over because of his ill health
Germany still paying pensions to former SS officers in UK, Belgium
Germany insists no former Nazi SS getting war pensions in Belgium
Reinhard Heydrich: The Organizer Of The Holocaust Even Hitler Thought Was Cruel
How the Nazis used the rule of law against Jewish lawyers (Daily Beast)
There Is a Market for Artworks by Hitler. Many of Them Are Fakes
Five Watercolors Attributed to Hitler Go Unsold at Auction
Germans deliberately hid atrocities of Auschwitz mass murderers in ...
Daughter of Hitler's War Architect Has Made Fighting Against Anti-Semitism Her Life's Work
The forgotten Jewish woman of nuclear physics who was denied a Nobel Prize
Berlin - Holocaust Survivor Calls Germany Bulwark Against Intolerance
Saul Friedländer: 'Historian of the Holocaust' and beyond | DW | 31.01.2019
German parliament commemorates Holocaust victims | DW | 31.01.2019
Stumbling Stones: A Different Vision of Holocaust Remembrance
A German Bratwurst Museum Unwittingly Starts a Holocaust Controversy
Sausage museum backpedals on move to Nazi DEATH CAMP site after public backlash
Buchenwald Sausage Museum Dropped After Backlash
Holocaust-denying bishop loses case against German conviction | DW | 31.01.2019
Notorious Holocaust-Denying Bishop Richard Williamson Loses Appeal Against Conviction in Germany
Berlin Grassroots Project Cleans Holocaust Memorials Where Jews Scrubbed Streets
Germans visit Holocaust survivors in volunteer program | DW | 31.01.2019
'The Invisibles' Reveals How Some Jews Survived Nazi Germany by Hiding in Plain Sight
A pastor who helped plot to kill Hitler is now the hero of a graphic novel
When Jews Ruled the Fencing World

Greece
Former Greek FM Proud of 'Righteous Among Nations' Title Awarded to Father by Yad Vashem
Holocaust Museum in Thessaloniki on course after Royal Decree signed | TornosNews.gr

Hungary
Hungary's New Holocaust Museum Isn't Open Yet, But It's Already Causing Concern
Hungarian Reparations Case To Proceed
Holocaust survivor helps track art looted from Hungary
How it Happened examines the Holocaust in Hungary
Holocaust row taints Hungary's House of Fates museum project (BBC)

Iceland
Popular singer in Iceland compares Jews to Nazis
Past Eurovision Singer Compares Jews to Nazis

Israel
Holocaust Survivors and Nazi Descendants Unite In March Of Life Conference
Yair Netanyahu to Rabin's grandson: Your grandfather murdered Holocaust survivors
Head of Yad Vashem's Archives Helps Survivors Unearth Their Own Buried Histories
How Bergen-Belsen Survivors Celebrated Independence
Rare Documents from Belgrade Tell Tragic Tales Of Lives Taken Too Soon

Shedding Light on the 'Silenced' Holocaust

Antisemitism is no longer a question of extremism ...

Opinion // International Holocaust Remembrance Day Was a Mistake

Govt. approves NIS17m for memorial to Jewish fighters who fought the Nazis in WWII
Remembering the Holocaust survivor who changed world soccer as we know it
Bidding Farewell to A Holocaust Survivor with No Family

Lola Lieber: Queen Esther in the Holocaust

The Boy Who Sent Martin Buber A Birthday Gift Was Later Murdered in Auschwitz

Israeli Summit of European Powers Collapses Amid Holocaust Dispute

Opinion: Poland and Israel should tread carefully as history is rarely black and white

Poland vs Israel: Who's really winning the war over Holocaust history? | Opinion

Once Again, Poland’s Attempt to Whitewash History Clashes with Its Alliance with Israel

Holocaust scholars worry that memory is a victim of Israel's warming ties with Eastern Europe

Israel leader scorned for wooing Holocaust-distorting allies

Israeli Summit of European Powers Collapses Amid Holocaust Dispute

Broad lessons to be learned from the Polish imbroglio

I love Poland

Yossi Klein Halevi loves Poland, but does Poland love him?

Family feud over Holocaust survivor's remains

Nazis' descendants delight in volunteering with Holocaust survivors

One in two Israelis has negative view of Poland, new survey shows

Israel's memorial forest to 'Japanese Schindler' was razed to build apartments

Palestinian anti-Semitism in full force as world commemorates International Holocaust Day

PA Antisemitism alive and kicking on International Holocaust Remembrance Day

Daily Recap: Auschwitz Survivor Picture Defaced, Israel Puts Iran on Notice

Religious Zionist Rabbi Compares Far-Right Israeli Party to Nazis
Watch: 'Israel Has an Auschwitz to Kill Palestinians,' Senior PA Official Lies

Grandson of Holocaust Survivors Wins Israel's First Academy Award in 41 Years

Guy Nattiv’s Oscar Win for Short Film 'Skin' Celebrated in His Native Israel

Japan

Nagasaki and Holocaust Survivors: An Unlikely Love Story
In Japan, 'Jewish domination' is a good thing, says prof.

Lithuania

The Woman Accusing Her Lithuanian ‘Hero’ Grandfather of Mass Murder in the Holocaust

Netherlands

Johan van Hulst, Who Helped Save 600 Children From the Nazis, Dies at 107
Dutch soccer fans chant ‘Jews burn best’ on Holocaust memorial day
Vandals daub swastikas, anti-Semitic texts on Dutch buildings, Holocaust statue

New Zealand

Kiwi author Heather Morris vows to keep telling Holocaust survivor stories despite fierce criticism
Paul Little: NZ Holocaust denial is out there

Norway

Running from Nazis, Norwegian Jewish girl masquerades as teenage ...

Poland

Running away from the Holocaust
New documentary shows how Polish diplomats helped Jews in WWII
Researchers unlock the mystery of Polish diplomats who rescued Jews
Group of Polish WWII diplomats helped Jews ‘regardless of the costs’: president
Poland’s envoy recognizes individual Holocaust crimes, firmly rejects complicity
Opinion Auschwitz Is Rewriting Holocaust History, One Tweet at a Time
Polish groups protest researchers at Paris conference who describe ...
Warsaw-Jerusalem tensions rise over 'Nazi link' claims
Polish PM Pulls Out of Jerusalem Summit Over Netanyahu’s Holocaust Comments

Polish PM cancels trip to Israel amid spat over Netanyahu Holocaust comments

Israel and Poland spat over the Holocaust heats up, spotlighting Netanyahu’s awkward alliances

What Netanyahu actually said on Poles’ collaboration with Nazis

Poland moves to end spat with Israel over PM comments, blames media manipulation

Watch: Netanyahu, Polish Counterpart Visit Warsaw Holocaust Museum

Poland, face facts

Study: Polish norms helped Nazis wipe out local Jewry

‘Poles Cooperated with Nazis... I Don’t Whitewash It,’ Says Netanyahu in Poland; Crisis Averted

Poland pulls out of summit in Israel over acting FM Yisrael Katz' remarks

Polish Jewish leaders say Katz Holocaust comments 'damage' their community

Chief Rabbi of Poland: Katz offended Polish Jews with Holocaust comment

Polish ambassador: 'Katz’s statement is racist and disgraceful’

Poland may cancel Israel visit over FM's 'mothers' milk' anti-Semitism charge

Yes, Poles imbibed anti-Semitism with their mothers' milk | Opinion

Poland cancels participation in Israel summit over FM Katz’s 'racist' remarks

Poland Pulls Out of Jerusalem Summit After Israel's Foreign Minister Fumbles

Poland Pulls Out of Israel Summit in Row Over WW2 Role

Visegrad Summit in Israel Canceled After Poland Pulls Out Over Holocaust Row

V4 summit canceled in Jerusalem after Poland quits over Holocaust crisis

Summit Canceled As Poland And Israel Row Over The Holocaust

Another fight over Holocaust memory threatens warming ties between Israel and Poland

Anatomy of a crisis: How Israel-Polish relations collapsed - Israel News - Jerusalem Post

Poland and Israel Try to Improve Ties, but History Intrudes

Edelstein on Poland crisis: We have a right to say what really happened

Head of Polish Jewish group: Poland-Israel issue is a political
Opinion: Poland and Israel Should Tread Carefully as History is Rarely Black and White
Polish Jewish Leaders Ask Israel for More Sensitivity in Holocaust Dispute

Daily Recap: Polish Jews Take Poland's Side in Holocaust Spat; Temple Mount Tensions Rise

Israel-Poland crisis: To solve it, we need diplomatic nuance and finesse

Polish PM says nation’s Holocaust involvement was ‘individual criminals’

Ephraim Zuroff: Holocaust memory is not for sale

Examining Polish Culpability In The Holocaust

Polish Parliament's Deputy Speaker Urges State Ban on Acting Israeli Foreign Minister Yisrael Katz

Poland seeks Israeli apology for 'racist' remarks

Israeli FM Refuses to Apologize for Saying Poles 'Suckle Anti-Semitism'

Poland: Ousting Jewish museum head who criticized Holocaust law 'not political'

Polish honor and Israeli hypocrisy | Opinion

US ambassador to Poland calls on Israeli minister to ...

US envoy calls on FM Katz apologize to Poland for anti ...

U.S Calls on Israeli FM to Apologize to Poland Over ...

Siding with Poland, US slams Israeli FM's 'offensive' anti-Semitism remark

Chief Rabbi of Poland: Katz offended Polish Jews with Holocaust ...

Katowice rabbi warns of risk of increased antisemitism - Diaspora ...

Amid tensions over Holocaust, Jewish cemetery's fence vandalized in ...

Reports about Jewish cemetery's vandalized in Poland false - officials

In Warsaw, Pompeo urges Poland to pass Holocaust restitution law

Time for a Polish-Israeli pivot from Holocaust to Zionism

Right-wing groups in Poland say Holocaust conference anti-Polish

When Warsaw was Jewish, Poles still celebrated antisemitism

The old-new anti-Semitism - ynetnews.com

Saving a Memorial: The Immense Challenge of Preserving Auschwitz - SPIEGEL ONLINE - International

Video: Moments before Being Gassed at Auschwitz, A Mother's Letter
Imam of peace visits Auschwitz
I Visited Auschwitz-Birkenau, The More I Know, the Less I Understand
On the way to Auschwitz, I found 'Heil Hitler' signs for sale (New York Times)
Remembering the Holocaust, Poland blots out any mention of its complicity
How a Secret Jewish Group Documented Nazi Atrocities in Hopes Their Archive Would 'Scream the Truth at the World'
40 miles from Auschwitz, Poland's Jewish community is beginning to thrive (Time)
Paradise Lost: Chasidim Return To Polish Graves
Polish hipsters reviving Jewish musical treasures from before the Holocaust

Russia
The never-ending fight to honor 16,000 Jewish victims of Russia’s worst Holocaust massacre
Next step in Holocaust memory: Russian-speaking holograms

Serbia
The Troubled Past and Bright Future of Belgrade's Jews

Turkey
Jews who died fleeing Holocaust remembered
Long-lost Nazi Submarine Discovered Off Turkey’s Coast

UK
Britain Admits it Could Have Saved Multitude of Jews in Holocaust
Downing Street hosts first ever Holocaust Memorial Day commemoration with genocide survivors
Hijacking Holocaust Remembrance Day — Jewish Journal
MP Rebecca Harris Signed the Holocaust Educational Trust’s Book Of Commitment
Holocaust survivor's son quits UK Labour over 'extremism, anti-Semitism'
Ignorance of the Holocaust is different to wilful disbelief | Paul Chadwick
Holocaust refugee discovers family's fate
The Women Who Risked Their Lives To Uncover The Holocaust
British Jews apply for German nationality as Brexit looms
Shoah survivors and their families will recreate iconic photo taken before they embarked on a new life

Holocaust educator recognised with Prime Minister's 'Points of Light' award

UK Holocaust memorial – time for a rethink

New Holocaust memorial would harm our relaxed ... - The Independent

The Last Survivors review – an extraordinary memorial to children of the Holocaust

Holocaust survivor Harry Bibring dies after giving educational talk ...

Kindertransport survivor Harry Bibring dies at 93 - The Jewish Chronicle

Holocaust survivors reunited with Brits they met 73 years ago

Jewish woman recalls the day she came face to face with Hitler before escaping Nazi Germany

Costa prize-winner Bart van Es on why he had to tell his family's Holocaust story

Holocaust survivor 'frightened' by British political 'extremes' - Evening Express

Christa Ackroyd: Why we must never doubt the horrors of the Holocaust

Galloway MSP still haunted by Holocaust survivor

Ireland's Betrayal and Attack on Israel

Cork councillors vote to name bridge after Ireland’s ‘Oskar Schindler’

Holocaust: How a US TV series changed Germany

Holocaust story The Cut Out Girl wins Costa Book of the Year after failing to make Wingate longlist

The Story Of Loss And Hope That Won The Costa Prize

Founder of Facebook group featuring Holocaust denial signs pro-Corbyn letter

'Remorseless, Repulsive' UK Antisemite Loses Court Appeal Over Conviction for Holocaust Denial on Social Media, in Landmark Judgement

London court upholds Holocaust denial conviction against singer

Essex University Probes Lecturer Who Shared Holocaust Denial Post

Watch: Holocaust-denying UK Professor Tried to Block Formation of Jewish Club

Holocaust Denier David Irving Reportedly on New Speaking Tour of UK

Holocaust denier David Irving draws ire on UK speaking tour ...

170 Peers and MPs Back Westminister Holocaust Memorial Plan

Coventry Uni club suspended over t-shirts with 'Jews deserved it' and swastikas
Chabloz’s barrister: Nazis ‘didn’t deliberately murder ... 

Ukraine

Special report: 'They tried to erase Babi Yar, but we will remember'

Neo-Nazis and the Far Right Are On the March in Ukraine

Watch: Swastika Staircase Proudly Displayed at Shopping Mall

USA

Revealed: Detailed Nazi Report to Exterminate North American Jews

New Push For Holocaust Education In The House

Can son of Nazi war hero help combat antisemitism? - Israel News ...

Why Such a Surge of Worldwide Anti-Semitism, by Alan ...

Museum Director Sara Bloomfield’s Remarks at United Nations Holocaust Memorial Ceremony

Pittsburgh Synagogue Massacre Survivor and Wounded Police Officer Among Honored Guests at Trump’s State of the Union Address

Trump Highlights Holocaust Survivor & D-Day Liberator at SOTU Address

Watch: US Congress Sings ‘Happy Birthday’ to Holocaust Survivor

Trump Tackles Anti-Semitism in State of the Union, Honors Holocaust Survivors

From Tragedy to Triumph: The Special Jewish Moments in Trump's SOTU Speech

One of Trump's most vocal black supporters seemed to defend Hitler in ...

Madeleine Albright: Trump repeating mistakes that led to 'Holocaust and global war'

Mike Pence to make first visit to Auschwitz, meet Netanyahu in Poland

US Vice President Pence at Auschwitz: We Must Not Be Silent in Face of Evil

Pence Visits Auschwitz, Warns World of Nazi-like Iranian Threat

Vice President Pence makes first Auschwitz visit, after comparing Iran to Nazis

Noting father's Holocaust survival, Michael Cohen calls Trump a 'racist' and 'con man'

Michael Cohen testifies before Congress as the 'son of a Holocaust survivor'

All the Jewish moments from Michael Cohen's dramatic House testimony

Minnesota Republican party branch shares Facebook post comparing Bernie Sanders to Hitler

After backlash, conservative pundit Candace Owens ... - USA Today
NBC says Warsaw Ghetto Uprising against 'Polish' - Poland wants correction

Anti-Semitism ‘Very Strong’ on Both Left and Right, Holocaust Expert Says

Iraq War Veteran, Grandson of Holocaust Survivors Elan Carr Tapped as Antisemitism Envoy

Trump envoy to ‘Post': Antisemitism at its worst since Holocaust

Tech Enables Holocaust Survivors to Engage in Conversations Beyond the Grave

Scotus Teacher To Give A Talk On Holocaust At Museum

Former Candidate For Connecticut Governor Compares Green New Deal To Holocaust

Discerning Hitler's Intentions

US distributes further $30m to survivors of France Holocaust train ...

He put Dracula on the big screen, and saved hundreds of Jews from a ...

Hitler at the Garden

When Nazis Filled Madison Square Garden

This director wants to remind Americans of the time 22,000 Nazis ...

How Karl Lagerfeld cleansed Chanel of its anti-Semitic, Nazi past

The Tattooist of Sloan Kettering

Rantz: Politician compared Trump admin to Nazis, could now craft Holocaust education

The Neo-Nazi Podcaster Next Door

The Fake Threat of Jewish Communism

The Holocaust: We promise to never forget, but what are we remembering?

The secret Warsaw ghetto archive

After An Article About An Auschwitz Exhibition, More Artifacts Surface

Aristides de Sousa Mendes was one of the 36 diplomats honored at the UN - Jan 28, 2019

SLE guest lecturer's remarks about Holocaust spark controversy

The Persistence of Anti-Semitism

Holocaust scholar surveys rising tide of anti-Semitism in new book

Looking at Anti-Semitism on the Left and the Right: An Interview with Deborah E. Lipstadt

Deborah Lipstadt to speak at Rutgers Hillel on anti-Semitism

Women's March Leader Omits Jews From Holocaust …

A pitbull reveals Coast Guard Nazi's secret past (Daily Beast)
BDS Plays a Nazi Tune at Carnegie Hall

Pittsburgh shooting survivor and injured cop are Trumps’ guests for State of the Union

Ignorance about the Holocaust is growing (CNN)

Israeli director wins Oscar and cites his Holocaust survivor grandparents in acceptance speech

Maryland bill aims to make Holocaust education in schools a requirement | WTOP

In Nazis, ISIS, priest sees ‘same story, same evil’

From New York, New Bid to Enshrine Holocaust Education in Law Is Launched

Holocaust Center starts fundraising for move with $10 million pledged, seeks tourism-tax funds

St. Louis Park Holocaust survivor to receive FBI award for civil-rights activism

Holocaust survivor Walter Ziffer discusses an abbreviated history of anti-Semitism at UNCA

Holocaust survivors to recount stories of atrocities, recovery during talk at East Brunswick Library

The 'last revenge' of a Holocaust survivor

A Twitter Tribute to Holocaust Victims

Jewish Model and Trump Supporter Called 'Nazi' on Social Media

Mural exhibit aims to keep Holocaust lessons alive

Prosecuting Evil: The Extraordinary World of Ben Ferencz Movie ...

'Prosecuting Evil' Review: At 98, His Passion for Justice Hasn't Dimmed

Never Forget: The Holocaust Was Not long Ago, Not Far Away

Nancy Spielberg releases new documentary “Who Will Write Our History”

Shoah council director leaves legacy of education, awareness

Documentary event at Texas A&M focuses on preserving Holocaust survivors' stories

Holocaust survivor from Boca Raton to be honored

U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum Honors South Florida Survivors In Boca Raton

Holocaust survivor Irving Roth emphasizes conscious compassion

Holocaust survivor to share his experience

Holocaust survivor Esther Starobin speaks on faith, remembrance and hope at two presentations Monday, Feb. 25

Holocaust survivors share stories with students at Sheepshead Bay school

Holocaust survivors tell stories, preach acceptance to Kittatinny students
Holocaust survivor to share story in Folsom
Holocaust Survivor speaks - Morgan County Citizen
A Holocaust Survivor's Story: Ben Walker
Eugen Schoenfeld Reflects on a Long Life
Holocaust survivor in La Jolla writes memoir
Holocaust Survivor Warns The Dangers Of Bigotry Are Still With Us
L’Chaim: A Childless Holocaust Survivor Discovers He Has a Namesake
Violin helps tell family's story of survival during Holocaust
Violin rescued from Holocaust is Phoenix-area family's cherished heirloom
Violins of Hope, dedicated to instruments from ... - Los Angeles Times
Survivor with ties to Anne Frank to speak at S.F. synagogue – J.
Son of a Survivor and Child of Her Trauma — Jewish Journal
Holocaust survivor and grandson to speak at Chaska Community Center
Daughter of Holocaust Survivors Speaks
Benjamin Russell Students Learn Lessons Of The Holocaust
Jewish Artists Live On in Holocaust-Era Work — Jewish Journal
A Doctor's Mission: The Life and Work of Ernst Kisch – AICGS
Victor Vital, Holocaust educator and survivor, dies at 86
Walter P. Loebenberg, Florida Holocaust Museum founder, dies at 94 ...
LAMOTH board member and Holocaust survivor dies
Eta Chinkes
Skokie Obituary: Holocaust Museum Charter Member Boris Kacel, 97
Bertram H. Kornfeld, 94, Holocaust survivor, World War II Army veteran, and educator
Only 4 people were going to this Holocaust survivor's funeral. Then 200 strangers showed up.
Grandfather of USC Shoah Foundation employee is a Righteous ...
Endurance of 'Holocaust' and 'Schindler's List' — Jewish Journal
10 Jewish women from history you should've learned about in school (Alma)
How the Nazis Wiped Out the Romani Middle Class | The ...
74 years since the liberation of Auschwitz, film screening encourages remembrance
Reviving Holocaust History with Virtual Reality

Eyewitness: Documenting the Holocaust on Film — Jewish Journal

Holocaust Survivor to Speak in Rocklin - Rocklin and Roseville Today

Holocaust survivors share stories, exhibit of those who saved them

Lawmakers considering bill requiring Holocaust education in Oregon schools

Teachers weigh in on proposed Holocaust education bill

When will Kentucky’s kids learn about the Holocaust under the proposed social studies standards? | Bluegrass Institute | February 20, 2019

March of The Living

What to Expect for 'D-Day 75'

Holocaust murals arrive at ECTC

Baraboo students hear from a Holocaust survivor

Geddy Lee of Rush Talks About His Family's Harrowing History With ...

Holocaust Survivor Tells Of Harrowing Life During The War

Holocaust Survivor Brings History To Life For High School Students

96-year-old Holocaust survivor shares his experiences at event presented by Chabad at Texas A&M

Holocaust survivor tells his story, discusses 'hope' on First News at Four

Keeper of the Flame

Naperville students hear Holocaust survivor's message

Holocaust Survivor Warns The Dangers Of Bigotry Are Still With Us

The Holocaust Unfolds Exhibit — June 19, 1942 — Detroit Jewish News

Depiction of Holocaust survivors emotional for artist Keith Neltner - Cincinnati Business Courier

Fighting to Retrieve a Nazi-Looted Painting — Jewish Journal

An Abused Son Of Holocaust Survivors Finds A Cutting Edge Treatment For PTSD

Son of Holocaust survivors pays tribute by writing screenplay

Second Generation takes over Holocaust testimony

Book Review: Anne Frank's Diary — The Graphic Version

Aigen to speak of Holocaust liberation

Redbank teacher describes visit to Holocaust camps
Edison 8th Graders Receive Visit from Children of Holocaust Survivors

Before Passing at 88, Holocaust Survivor Finally Has His Bar Mitzvah - 75 years late, family and friends joined a milestone for Mordechai (Murray) Miller

One Denver couple’s quest to photograph every Holocaust survivor in the United States

Denver photographer on a mission to photograph Holocaust survivors

Couple photographs Holocaust survivors, starts organization to offer financial aid

Violin Student Plays the Instruments of Holocaust Survivors

A simple bench helps teach Mother of Sorrows students about the Holocaust

California Holocaust ceremony interrupted by man shouting ...

Movie Review: “Who Will Write Our History” not quite Holocaust documentary

Review: Life in the Warsaw Ghetto rediscovered and recreated in 'Who Will Write Our History'

Documentary On Sex Therapist Dr. Ruth One Of Snowy Sundance’s Hottest Films

CNN and NBC agree to air ad for Oscar-nominated documentary ...

UN Holocaust Event Hides Origins of Israeli-made Wine Served at Ceremony

Holocaust educators to be honored at FAU dinner in Boca

Sailor in Iconic Times Square Kiss Photo From WWII ... - NBC New York

Indiana Jones, Nazis, and the Persistence of Antisemitism

Where Bergman And Roth Collide

Al Pacino signs up for Nazi hunter series

Kurt Vonnegut’s Unpublished World War II Scrapbook Reveals Origins of ‘Slaughterhouse-Five’

The Myth of the Jewish Nose

A Mayor’s Effort to Play Down Henry Ford’s Anti-Semitism Backfires

Why Henry Ford’s Anti-Semitism Still Matters

Ted Bundy, Revulsion and the Holocaust

Appearing with Holocaust Denier at Saviours’ Day Event, Farrakhan Unleashes ‘Torrent of Attacks on Jews’

Student, mother voice concern after California teacher hangs Nazi flag in classroom

Swastikas sprayed inside and outside of an Atlanta-area high school

Dozens of swastikas, anti-Semitic messages found in public school playground in Queens, NY
Watch: Anti-Semites Burn Down New York Yeshiva, Spray Swastikas
Heavy metal confronts its Nazi problem (New Yorker)

‘The Girl From The Train’ Book Review

Give Thanks: Adopting an Attitude of Gratitude is Good for Health and ...  

A Denier Is Spearheading Trump’s Climate Panel – YouTube

-------------------------------------------------------------

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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